Microarchitecture level reliability comparison of modern GPU designs: First findings
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Abstract – State-of-the-art GPU chips are designed to deliver extreme throughput for graphics as well as for data-parallel general purpose computing workloads (GPGPU computing). Unlike graphics computing, GPGPU computing requires highly reliable operation. The performance-oriented design of GPUs requires to jointly evaluate the vulnerability of GPU workloads to soft-errors with the performance of GPU chips.

We briefly present a summary of the findings of an extensive study aiming at the evaluation of the reliability of four GPU architectures and corresponding chips, correlating them with the performance of the workloads.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, the research community has started tackling the challenging problem of characterizing the reliability of GPGPU based systems, i.e., their vulnerability to soft and hard errors [1] [2]. This challenging problem requires the development of accurate and fast reliability assessment techniques to deal with the delicate trade-off between analysis time and accuracy of the reported measurements and the ability to provide results that can guide system designers in the choice and development of efficient error resilience mechanisms. The main goal of this paper is to show some findings of an extensive study aimed at evaluating the hardware and software features that influence the reliability of GPGPU chips in the presence of soft-errors. Among the different structures composing GPU architectures we focus on the register file and on the local (AMD terminology) or shared (NVIDIA terminology) memory. The full scale of the study considers several important aspects including correlation between reliability and performance, resource sizes, resource occupancy and the execution scheduling. Different reliability assessment methodologies are employed to identify trade-offs between analysis time and accuracy of results. GPUs from different vendors, architectures and programming models are compared: AMD Southern Islands, NVIDIA G80, GT200 and Fermi. Reliability of all devices is analyzed running the same set of 10 benchmarks, written using the corresponding language: OpenCL for AMD GPUs and CUDA for NVIDIA GPUs. To our knowledge, this is the first work comparing the reliability and correlating it to the performance for the most important GPU families of different vendors, microarchitectures, Instruction Set Architectures (ISAs) and computational models using the same set of benchmarks and employing the most prominent evaluation methodologies used in reliability evaluation.

II. GPUS RELIABILITY EVALUATION FRAMEWORK

This study has been carried out using two tools named GUFI and SIFI1. GUFI, previously presented in [4] has been developed to perform reliability analysis using fault injection and ACE-based analysis on NVIDIA GPUs. It is based on the GPGPU-Sim [6]. Similarly to GUFI, SIFI is a new fault injection and ACE analysis tool developed to characterize AMD GPUs. SIFI is built on top of the Mult2Sim micro architectural simulator and models the Southern Island family of AMD GPUs [3]. For both tools, the reliability analysis has been always performed considering the low-level assembly code that represents the binary code running on the real hardware. For this reason, for NVIDIA GPUs, the SASS assembly was preferred to PTX. This allowed a fair comparison of NVIDIA and AMD architectures by injecting faults on the actual hardware registers for both GPU families. The brief findings presented in this paper compare the Architectural Vulnerability Factor (AVF) of the hardware structures for different GPUs using both ACE analysis and fault injection. The AVF quantifies the probability that a bit-flip (soft-error) affecting a hardware structure will manifest as an error at the system output. The AVF is a pure reliability metric and does not provide a fair comparison among GPUs with different clock frequencies, instruction sets and microarchitectures. A system designer can be provided with a broader idea of the system performance and reliability for any given workload when combined metrics are used. Such a metric can be the rate of Executions per Failure (EPF). EPF can be defined as the number of complete executions of a benchmark between failures and depends on all parameters that affect both performance and reliability (clock frequency, ISA, microarchitecture, AVF, components size, program execution time, etc.). We define EPF as the ration between the executions in time (EIT), i.e., the number of executions of a benchmark in 109 hours of device operation and the failures in time FITGPU, i.e., the number of failures in 109 hours of device operation (EPF = EIT / FITGPU). A similar metric to correlate reliability (failures in time) and performance (executions in time) is also used for a CPUs vs. GPUs comparison in [7].

III. RELIABILITY EVALUATION

For our evaluation, we used 10 benchmarks: 7 available both in the CUDA SDK2 and AMD-APP SDK3 and 3 from

1 GUFI is based on GPGPU-Sim-3.2.2 while SIFI is based on Multi2Sim-4.2.
Rodinia benchmarks suite [5]. For every benchmark both the CUDA and the OpenCL implementation is available.

We start the analysis of the reliability of the different architectures and benchmarks by looking at the AVF measurements summarized in Fig. 1 for the vector register file and Fig. 2 for the local memory and computed using both Statistical Fault Injection (FI) and ACE Analysis (ACE). Results show that the AVF can have significant variations moving from one application to another but also variations can be observed for the same application executed on different GPUs. This confirms the need of carefully performing this type of analysis. This is particularly true for the local memory in which a clear trend in the way the AVF changes between different GPU architectures cannot be identified, suggesting that this analysis must be carefully executed on a case by case. Red lines reporting the occupancy of the considered memory structures show a strong correlation of the AVF with this parameter. It is interesting to note that while for the register file the ACE analysis significantly overestimates vulnerability compared to FI, the same technique is very accurate (very close to FI) for the local memory, suggesting that for this structure ACE analysis can be used without significant loss of accuracy but with significant gain in the required simulation time compared to long FI campaigns.

![AVF for Register File measured by fault injection (FI) and ACE.](image1)

![AVF for Local Memory measured by fault injection (FI) and ACE.](image2)

Fig. 3 shows the EPF for the considered GPU models, intuitively reporting the throughput of a machine in finalizing correct program executions per failure. The EPF metric is useful to the architects who can quantify the effectiveness of a hardware based error protection technique, which can be applied to their designs (if needed) along with a performance cost. Larger EPF numbers show a larger number of executions between failures and different protection mechanisms can deliver different improvements in the FIT rates and can also have different impact on performance. Combining performance and reliability measurements in the EPF metric delivers a broader view for decision-making.

![Executions per Failure (EPF)](image3)

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a first summary of our findings in comparing reliability metrics for different state-of-the-art AMD and NVIDIA GPUs. Our reliability measurements (AVF and EPF) are computed using both FI and ACE analysis to reveal the differences between the two approaches and to show the value of being able to perform this type of analysis when designing a GPGPU system. A larger set of experiments and results is underway and will be available in future publications.
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